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Dominant representations of AI progress are deterministic and
disempowering

We need to open the black box of AI R&D: who is doing it,
where is it going, what is its impact?
This requires moving beyond simple economics and
indicators of AI. I present 11 findings from Nesta’s research
about this.
Click icons for interactive versions of the ﬁgures

Introduction
We are experiencing a new boom of interest in AI linked
to the arrival of deep learning… but there are growing
concerns about where AI is going.
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Artiﬁcial intelligence

A working deﬁnition Machines able to behave reasonably in a wide range of
circumstances (Brian Arthur)
3. It generally hasn’t worked
2. Using a variety of
techniques

1. We have been trying to build AI
systems for a long time

4. Until now?
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A modern approach
Substantial improvements
in performance vs human
benchmarks

Data and compute intensive deep learning
methods

Increasing levels of
commercial interest,
investment and
deployment
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A variety of concerns

There are concerns about the trajectory and impacts of AI technologies

Economic

Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2019, Zuboff,
2018, Eubanks, 2018.

Technological / environmental

Marcus, 2019, D’Amour et al 2019,
Strubell et al, 2019

Ethical

Buolamwini et al 2018, Bender et al, 2021,
Paullada et al 2020
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Two (idealised) frames

General perspective
1. Mainstream
economics

■
■
■

2. Complexity
economics (with
Science and
Technology
Studies)

■
■
■

Take on AI

Technological progress is
a scalar
It requires complementary
investments
It produces externalities

■

Technological “progress”
is a vector
The best technology does
not always win
History and context
matter

■

■
■

■
■

Measurement

General Purpose
Technology
Requires new skills and
processes
Might displace labour and
increase inequality

■

Levels of investment in
AI and impact on
productivity and
employment

Hardware and data
lotteries
Commercial and
technological races
Lack of inclusion in the
workforce can result in
discriminatory systems

■
■

Composition of AI
Maps of the AI innovation
system: who, where and
why

We need data science methods to measure these dimensions of AI
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Co-authors

Individuals work in
organisations that are part of
ecosystems /clusters
Who participates
(people, places)
and who is
excluded? What
factors drive
participation?

Foundation
for future
development

Contribute to
trajectory

Develop and deploy
technologies

Rewards

Where is the technology going
and how is this driven by
participants? (individuals, ﬁrms)
Is the ﬁeld becoming narrower?

How does the nature of the
technologies being developed
drive / constrain impacts?
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Methods

Is it about AI?

What is the
researcher
affiliation / country
/ type of
organisation?

Fuzzy matching

Semantic analysis

What is the paper about?

Topic modelling
safety__vehicle__vehicles__driving__drivers: 0.157
applications__solutions__control__solution__r: 0.059
values__societal__moral__norms__artificial: 0.059

State of play
We are experiencing an AI revolution in volume and
composition of AI R&D
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Levels and composition

1. AI displays the features of a General Purpose
Technology
We use topic modelling and keyword extraction to
identify AI and deep learning papers in the arXiv
preprint corpus
■

Activity
○

■

Diffusion
○

■

80% of AI papers in arXiv published after 2012

Deep learning being applied in all topics

Influence
○

Deep learning overrepresented among highly
cited papers in ~ all computer science subfields
Deep Learning representation among highly cited papers (Y)
vs presence in the data (x) [Reference]
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Levels and composition

2. Also an important change in its
composition
We analyse the evolution of the
topical composition of AI research
■

We see an abrupt break in the early
2010s.
○

■

Ca. publication of
krizhevsky et al. 2012

Evidence of consolidation
afterwards

Intra-year similarities in thematic composition of AI research based on topic
modelling [Reference]
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Disruption

3.
The change in composition reﬂects the arrival of deep learning methods applied in areas such as
computer vision and computer language, and a decline of symbolic methods.

Topical composition of AI research where topics have
been assigned to the arXiv categories where they are
most salient [Reference]

Who is doing it?
AI is increasingly dominated by a small number of
organisations and clusters, and the diversity of its
workforce has stagnated
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People

4. In relative terms, female participation in AI research
has stagnated since the mid-1990s
We use a gender inference system to estimate gender
diversity in AI research workforce and explore
differences across disciplines and countries
■

Computer science and machine learning fields tend to
be less diverse than applied fields like health, and
companies less than universities

■

Women have higher levels of participation in applied
fields related to health and computing and society

■

We find some evidence that papers involving female
authors tend to involve more diverse mixes of
disciplines and consider social aspects of AI
deployment

Share of individual female authors in the corpus of AI
research [Reference]
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Organisations

5. Private sector companies are strongly
involved and inﬂuential in AI research
We match arXiv with MAG and GRID to
and scrape websites from key research
labs
■

15% of AI papers in 2020 involved at
least one company
○

Mostly technology companies in
the USA and China

■

Papers involving companies tend to be
more influential

■

60% of company papers involve at least
one academic institution (often elite
ones)

Share of papers involving at least one company and top 15
companies by overall level of AI activity [Forthcoming]
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Organisations [2]

■

60% of company
papers involve at least
one academic
institution (often elite
ones)

■

Communities of
research collaboration
organised around
geographical lines

Research collaborations between top institutions sorted by the communities
that different institutions are aligned with [Forthcoming]
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Organisations [3]

6. Private sector companies
specialise in video and data
intensive techniques and
advertising and search
use-cases
We compare the AI thematic
specialisation (based on a
topic model) between private
and educational institutions

Relative specialisation in AI research topics in private companies [Reference]
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Geography [1]

7.There has also been a shift in the geography of AI research
towards the East (China, Singapore) and the West (Canada).
Some evidence that EU countries are falling behind.

Relative specialisation in Deep learning research by country [Reference]
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Clusters

8. AI research (and specially state of the arts
methods) tend to be strongly concentrated in
regions with related capabilities.
We use machine learning to identify research
and industrial capabilities related to deep
learning and regress deep learning
specialisation on them.
■

In 2018, the top 30 regions globally
accounted for ca. 60% of deep learning
research activity

■

This concentration has strengthened over
time.

■

Regions that co-locate related research and
industrial capabilities tend to develop
stronger Deep learning clusters after 2012.

[Reference]

Where is it going?
AI research seems to be becoming thematically
narrower and there is evidence of a brain drain of talent
from academia to industry. A case study of AI
applications against Covid-19 suggests limited impact
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Brain drain

9. There is a growing ﬂow of
researchers from academia into
industry
We measure researcher transitions
between academia and industry, and
model its drivers and impacts
■

Influential (and male) researchers
from top institutions are more
likely to transition intotechnology
companies

■

Although these researchers
experience a ‘citation bump’ after
moving into industry this is offset
over time when we compare them
with similar researchers who
stayed in academia

Share of job transitions to industry by university position in the Nature
Rankings [Reference]
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Technological diversity

10. AI research seems to be getting
thematically narrower
We calculate thematic diversity in AI
research according to a variety of metrics
and parameter sets
■

We find evidence of stagnation and
even decline in AI’s thematic diversity
in recent years

■

Companies have narrower thematic
profiles than educational institutions
after we control for other factors.

■

Elite academic institutions that
collaborate more with companies tend
to be less thematically diverse

[Reference]
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Covid-19 application

11. AI’s failure to contribute to the ﬁght against
Covid-19 might be linked to its reliance on
data-intensive techniques and insularity from other
disciplines
We identify all open research related to Covi, cluster
it into groups based on its focus and analyse
AI-related activity inside it
■

Most AI research is using computer vision to detect
the virus in medical scans (a relatively low value
application)

■

AI research tends to neglect existing knowledge
outside of computer science

■

AI research receives less citations than comparable
research not using AI
Share of citations to various disciplines from AI / not AI research in different
topical clusters [Reference]

Conclusions
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Summary and implications

State of play
We are experiencing a
revolution in AI research
Who is doing it?`
AI’s trajectory is being shaped
by a small number of (mostly
private sector) organisations
and tech clusters. Workforce
diversity is stagnant

Policy implications

This evidence suggests we may need
policies to preserve spaces for public
interest AI research, make the research
workforce more inclusive, maintain
diversity in the technologies that are
explored, increase crossover with other
disciplines & support AI deployment
beyond tech

Where is it going?
The set of techniques being
explored is becoming narrower
and industry is attracting the
most influential researchers. AI
has played a limited role in the
fight against Covid-19
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Next steps

Research
■

More data (patents, open source software, skills)

■

Better models (including ABMs and models enabling causal analysis)

■

Evidence of technical and economic impacts

Development & deployment
■

Real-time data collection and analysis

■

Build decision-support tools and interactive visualisations [arXlive]

■

Explore opportunities and limitations of AI/ML methods in new domains and in collaboration with other
disciplines [Mateos-Garcia, 2021]

Go to GitHub to access our code and data

Thank you!
Questions?
juan.mateos-garcia@nesta.org.uk
@Jmateosgarcia

